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LUXURY CARPET MATS 
FRONT AND REAR

These high quality, luxury carpet mats are 
made from hardwearing, thick-woven  
velour with an abrasion-proof coating  
on the rear side. They do not only improve 
the look of your ID.4’s interior with their 
white ID.4 lettering and edging but also  
protect it from dirt.

Part Number: 11C061270WGK 
Four-piece set

€110.70

Protecting your vehicle interior 
against dirt and moisture, rubber 
mats are designed to fit perfectly, 
are easy to clean and have a non-
slip underside.

Part Number: 11A06151282V 
Two-piece set

€39.98

FRONT RUBBER 
FLOOR MATS 

Protecting your vehicle interior 
against dirt and moisture, rubber 
mats are designed to fit perfectly, 
are easy to clean and have a  
non-slip underside.

Part Number: 11C06150282V 
Two-piece set

€46.74

REAR RUBBER 
FLOOR MATS

MODE 2 (3-PIN) MAINS CHARGING CABLE 
TYPE 2 – 230V 1-PHASE AC, 6 METRES

This 230V AC 6 metre charging cable enables you to charge  
your ID.4 at home without the need for a wallbox, or anywhere 
else with a standard domesticIreland plug socket (within  
parking distance). Charge times will be longer  
than on fast or rapid chargers due to the  
lower KW rating on a standard plug socket.

Part Number: 000054412E

€295.20

Please Note: Price excludes fitting



FLEXIBLE LOADLINER 
VARIABLE LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FLOOR

Precise protection in a light and flexible form: The anti-slip 
liner is designed to perfectly fit the shape of the luggage 
compartment and to reliably protect it from dirt and moisture. 
When not in use it can be rolled up and easily stowed away to 
save space. Designed for customer fitting.

Part Number: 11A061160A

€64.58

FLEXIBLE LOADLINER 
BASIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FLOOR

Precise protection in a light and flexible form: The anti-slip 
liner is designed to perfectly fit the shape of the luggage 
compartment and to reliably protect it from dirt and 
moisture. When not in use it can be rolled up and easily 
stowed away to save space. Designed for customer fitting.

Part Number: 11A061160

€60.89

SEMI RIGID LOADLINER 
BASIC LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FLOOR

A practical, robust, washable boot protection tray. It protects 
the boot from dirt and moisture, the 4cm raised rim prevents 
liquids running onto the vehicle floor. Compliments your boot 
space for everyday use.

Part Number: 11A061161

€79.95

Please Note: Price excludes fitting



BOOT TR AY 
BASIC LOADING FLOOR

Keep your boot space spotless with this 
robust and durable tray. It’s washable, 
anti-slip and comes with edging to keep 
everything (including muck) where it 
should be. Its 200mm rim in the rear, 
dipping forwards, prevents liquids from 
running onto the floor of the vehicle.  
The two luggagecompartment side 
pockets are easy to access thanks to  
the lower edges.

Part Number: 11A061162

€220.17

REVERSIBLE LUGGAGE 
COMPARTMENT MAT 
VARIABLE LUGGAGE 
COMPARTMENT FLOOR

The luggage compartment reversible 
mat’s finely woven upper velour surface 
protects the luggage compartment 
against dirt, while its plastic studs on  
the underside prevent cargo from 
sliding. In addition, the plastic loading 
sill protection protects the bumper 
against damage.

Part Number: 11A061210

€130.38

SUNBLIND SET FOR REAR  
DOORS AND REAR WINDOW
Protect your vehicle’s interior against sun rays 
without impairing your view or road safety. The 
sun blind is simple to fit and remove when it is not 
required. It provides additional UV protection and 
restricts the view into the vehicle, as well as the 
blinding effect caused by other road users.

Part Number: 11A064365

€232.99

Please Note: Price excludes fitting



VOLKSWAGEN ROOF BOX 
460 LITRES - BLACK

Take the pressure off the boot when you 
next head away on holiday and pack all those 
essentials into one of these stylish Volkswagen 
roof boxes. In matt black, they not only fit a lot in, 
they look the business too. 460 litres, maximum 
load capacity 75kg.

Part Number: 000071200AC

€590.40

BICYCLE HOLDER
The wheel rails are aerodynamically designed, and 
ensure the bicycle is correctly positioned. They 
enable you to use both hands to fix the wheels 
and frame. Thanks to the quick-fastening system, 
the bicycle holder is easy to fit onto the roof bars, 
without using any tools. The carrier also includes 
anti-theft protection. Suitable for maximum down 
tube widths of 80mm, bike weights of up to 20kg.

Part Number: 000071128F

€189.42

LOAD BARS
The Volkswagen Genuine supporting rods are the ideal base system 
for all attachments. The aerodynamic aluminium profile supporting 
rods are City Crash Plus tested to Volkswagen’s strict standards and 
can accommodate items such as a surf board holder (000071120HA), 
bicycle holder 000071128F), ski and snowboard holder (000071129N 
/ 000071129M) or a practical roof box (000071200 / 000071200AA / 
000071200FA). The supporting rods are delivered pre-assembled and 
are easy to attach to the roof rails of your Volkswagen. The supporting 
rods can be locked to prevent theft. A torque wrench is also included.

Part Number: 11A071151
Two-piece set

€303.81

VOLKSWAGEN ROOF BOX 
340 LITRES - BLACK

The stylish new range of Volkswagen roof boxes 
in matt black. Now not only are they superbly 
functional they look equally as good. Expand the 
carry capacity of your vehicle for when you are 
planning a holiday. Designed for customer fitting. 
340 litres, maximum load capacity 50kg.

Part Number: 000071200

€442.80

Please Note: Price excludes fitting



DOOR SILL 
PROTECTION FILM 
BLACK/SILVER

The black film with silver 
decorative stripes not only 
enhances the appearance of 
your vehicle’s door sills but also 
protects them against scratches.

Part Number: 11A071310ZMD

€95.33

19" SPARE WHEEL KIT  
(WITH TOOL KIT AND CAR JACK)

The kit Contains a 19” temporary spare wheel with vehicle tool kit and jack. 
The temporary spare wheel set can be stored in the luggage compartment and 
contains all of the tools needed for a wheel change. All parts are stored in a bag to 
save space, which is attached to the mountings in the luggage compartment with 
tensioning straps.

Part Number: 11A07312903C

€553.50

MUD FLAPS
Tailored for the vehicle the mudflaps protect the 
underbody, sills, doors, the bumper and the rear of 
your vehicle from heavy soiling. Chippings and spray 
are minimised. Extremely hard wearing and durable. 
Black in colour. Fully fitted.

Part Number: 11A075111 
Front mud flaps

€78.11

Part Number: 11A075101 
Rear mud flaps

€78.11
Please Note: Price excludes fitting



PROTECTIVE STRIP 
FOR THE TAILGATE 
CHROME DESIGN

Protective strip for the lower 
edge of the rear tailgate. It 
enhances the appearance of the 
vehicle with its chrome look 
effect and acts as an edge 
protector.

Part Number: 11A071360

€86.10

DOOR WIND DEFLECTORS (FRONT & REAR)

The door wind deflectors enable optimal ventilation of the vehicle 
interior, which contributes to your driving comfort. When the sun is 
shining, they prevent unpleasant heat build-up in the vehicle interior 
when the windows are opened to slightly above the lower  edge of the 
wind deflectors.

Part Number: 11A072190

€124.23 

DOOR WIND 
DEFLECTOR (FRONT)

Part Number: 11A072193

€83.64 

DOOR WIND 
DEFLECTOR (REAR)

Part Number: 11A072194

€55.35 

SWIVELLING TOWBAR  
INCLUDES 13-PIN
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION KIT

If you prefer to keep your options open, our 
swivelling towbar has all the practicalities. It’s 
got full integration into the vehicle’s CAN-bus 
network and all electrical components including 
trailer stabilisation system support, switching to 
stand-by current and the adjustment of all the 
vehicle’s assistance system

Part Number: 11A092160

€1328.40

Please Note: Price excludes fitting



Accessories for life.

You can include accessories in your Volkswagen finance deal, and 
benefit from spreading the cost across a timescale to suit you.

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories are covered by a two-year 
Volkswagen Warranty. Volkswagen Warranty covers parts and 
labour for replacement when there is a manufacturing defect found.

Our quotations regarding product information, appearance, performance, 
dimensions and weights in addition to illustrations and all information 
regarding fitting and technical data are based on the characteristics of  
the Irish market and correspond to the knowledge available at the time of 
printing. We reserve the right to make changes to the product specification, 
design and colour without advance notification within the context of further 
development to our accessories. The price is correct at time of printing.  
Price is calculated to include VAT at 23% on all products. Not all items  
are available on all vehicle trims.
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